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NOTICE FROM EDITOR 

Because this issue of the Look-See is belated,we have added 
an extra page to help bring you up to date on the news.Also, 
in the furure we may publish the Look-See every other week,for 
the remainder of the summer season.Special thanks this week 
go to ASI,URCU,INS,and FSRO for their helr in sending news in, 
we hope they keep it up and hope other groups start it also. 

SAUCER-SEER FEARS REDICULE 
Sunnyvale,California-May 23,1963 (LS)-Mrs.Joseph Zelenka , 

wife of a Lockheed engineer,sighted a "blue or deep turquois" 
UFO May 23. The object,which hovered at tree-top height,app
eared to be the size of "a plate".Her two small children also 
sighted the object.The object continued to hover for two or 
three minutes,then rose vertically and disappeared.After the 
the sighting Mrs.Zelenka hesitated to report the object,fear
ing rmdicule." I'm a down to earth woman",she said,"and I don't 
want to be made out a crackpot." A local police offic er,who 
did not see the object,stated that he thought the object may 
have been a "round kite"."But",he added," I'm not going to spec
ulate." A near-by airfield said it had no knowledge of the 
object. 

Summer Editor Sights UFO 

On the 16th of June Ricky Hilberg,summer Look-See edit�r saw 
a blue-white object traveling 1° per sec.traveling ESE.The 
object,as large as a pinhead,was pulsating very rapidly.Too 
rapidly for a sattelite or plane.The Cleveland UFOlogy Project 
"UFO report center,Mr.Allen Mamak,project chairman allearted 
Hilberg of an object in the Eastern skies,and then your editor 
went out to sight it.The object Hilberg sighted was another 
object,the first one turning out to be Echo,Manak also sighted 
the Hilberg UFO,along with Hilberg's two parents.It was first 
sight at 80° and lost at JQO in the city light and haze.Hil
berg also attempted to take two photos with a J5mm camera, 
but they did not turn out on the film.The time was 10:57 E.M., 
and was in sight for 50 seconds.(URCU) 

ASI DIRECTOR SIGHTS UFO 
April 16,1963-{LS)- At 3:05 P.M. Jack Bartlett director of 

ASI si§hted 3 UFOs in a triangular formation travel from 270° 
to 290 in approximately 1.5 minutes. 

Come to the UFO congress in July of 1964.Invitations and date 
will be sent in the fall of this year. 
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ROPO Vice-President sights UFO 

(LS) June 21,1963-- Cedar Rapids Nebraska--
Vice-President of the Research Orginization on Phenomenal 

Occurrences (UUA rnember-group)Tom Rupprecht saw a pouch
shaped UFO that pulsated.The object was in sight for about 3 
seconds then "dematerialized".The time was 8:15 P.M. An ill
ustration is found below 
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UFO Over Cedar Rapids Neb. 

(LS) June 3,1963--Lyle Minnesota--

On June J�d a huge UFO landed briefly near Lyle Minn. a small 
town close to the Iowa border,then took off again and hasn't 
been seen yet.The "experts" called it a meteor or sattelite. 
From I.N.S. 

SEES V SHAPED CLOUD 

(LS) May 23,1962--Gastonia N.C.--

Wayne Canard observed a V-shaped cloud like light,appearing 
in the northeast and traveling north for five minutes when 
it began to fade.The witness who is a resident of Gastonia 
North Carolina doesen't believe the object was a weather rocket 
as recorded in the paper,as there was no bright light at the 
point 

NOTICE FROM ASI REGARDING 
UFO DETECTORS 

ASI regrets to announce that due to a revamping of ASI pol
icy,ASI will no longer manufacture UFO Detectors.But they will 
instead devote all their time to the design and developement of 
new and better UFO Detectors.Those wishing diagrams of UFO 
Detectors should send S5� for a complete set of diagrams,parts 
lists,etc. Write:Jack Bartlett Director ASI,203 East Renette 
Ave. El Cajon,California 

SEND IN THOSE CLIPPINGS,SIGHTINGS,AND COMMENTS TO: 
Summer Look-See,J403 West 119th Street Cleveland�OHIO 44111. 


